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Recently I came across an article about shortwave broadcasting in Equatorial Guinea, and
it got me to look back at an article I wrote for the October 1995 issue of Monitoring Times called
“History and Mystery of Shortwave Broadcasting in Equatorial Guinea.”  You can find it after
page 7 of this article.  The article I found was about a station that never came to air – Radio
Atlántica, a project undertaken in 1947 and discussed in my MT article.  With the information
from the new article, plus better-quality images from the MT article, as well as some new
graphics, we look again at Equatorial Guinea.1

The politics of the country haven’t changed much since 1995, save for the expansion of
the oil industry and the resulting enrichment of a few.  The country has escaped the shortwave
fate of many other small countries.  Radio Nacional de Guinea Equatorial, Bata, formerly Radio
Ecuatorial, is still heard on 5005 kHz., albeit not quite as reliably as in days of yore.  At the end
of July 2017 it looked like another station had been reactivated after six years.  Radio Malabo,
until 1974 Emisora de Radiodifusión de Santa Isabel (“Radio Santa Isabel”), and located on the
island of Bioko (née Fernando Poo), was heard again with pretty good signals on its old
frequency of 6250 kHz.  Alas, it disappeared within a few days, and hasn’t been heard since.  

Equatorial Guinea was known as Spanish Guinea until it gained independence from Spain
in 1968.  Bata is on the mainland territory, which is called Rio Muni, while Malabo (formerly
Santa Isabel), which is on the island, is the country’s capital.  

An abstract of the Radio Atlántica article can be found in the IEEE archives; it was part
of the IEEE History of Telecommunications Conference in Madrid in 2010.  The full title is “The
True Story of Radio Atlántica 1947–A Wonderful But Once Failed Spanish Dream,” and the
author is Francisco Moyano Carmona, a telecom engineer and son of Francisco Moyano Reina,
who had been involved in setting up the shortwave facilities at Arganda del Rey, Spain in 1945
and subsequently served as the principal engineer of the Radio Atlántica project.2

The article contains some interesting new information about Radio Atlántica.  The
operating company, Compañía de Radiodifusión Intercontinental, received its permit on January
9, 1947, a process that was somehow connected to the licensing of EAJ29, Radio Central, in

1The illustrations in this article are from QSLs in the author’s collection, from the
Committee to Preserve Radio Verifications (collections of Ernie Behr, Bill Flynn, Don Jensen,
John Sgrulletta, and Jan Tuner), and from the Dave Thomas collection (thanks to Paul Thomas).

2The article reads decently enough, although it appears to be written by someone whose
first language was not English.  It may be an electronic translation of something originally
written in Spanish.
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Alcala de Henares, Spain.  There is no mention of EAJ29 in the World Radio Handbook of those
days (it started publishing only in 1947, but it did not list all very low power mediumwave
stations in Spain).  Perhaps EAJ29 was some kind of placeholder registration that facilitated
construction of the Africa station.

Engineers departed Spain on February 12, 1947, and site preparation began on March 12. 
Topographically it was an excellent site for international shortwave broadcasting, but a huge
amount of work was required.  It was hoped that the facilities would be similar to the shortwave
stations in Dixon and Delano, California.

Compañía de Radiodifusión Intercontinental
moved into its Madrid offices at 50 Diego de
León street on May 23.  The “former palace”
at that address was renovated and redesigned
with modern studios, comfortable offices, etc. 
The dedication and official opening ceremony
of the station in then-Spanish Guinea was on
August 19, 1947.  Many dignitaries attended.  

The article explains the background to the
station’s development.  After the victory in
the Spanish Civil War in 1939, and contin-
uing after World War II, Spain and its Fascist
leader, Francisco Franco, were largely iso-
lated by the Allies.  In 1947 the Spanish
economy was in very bad shape; there was a
thriving black market, and people were
suffering.  The Cold War was beginning, as
was the Marshall Plan.  In the Cold War,
Spain sought to align itself with the United

States, hoping for a strategic military alliance, and citing Spain’s opposition to communism, as
well as its geo-strategic position and that of its African colonies.

Somehow it was thought that a powerful international voice, Radio Atlántica, in addition
to providing a vehicle for propaganda and public and political information, and for earning some
income (the station would be nominally commercial), would be viewed by the United States as a
sign of Spain’s support, with the hoped-for end result being the warming of diplomatic relations
and, most importantly, Spain’s inclusion in the Marshall Plan.  An all-out effort was made to sell
the United States on the idea of the station, and there was extensive lobbying of Congress, the
Pentagon, conservative politicians, and Christian groups.

Alas, the station would be closed a mere four months after its dedication, on December
22, 1947.  The IEEE article’s author gives two reasons.  First, starting in September, some of the
on-site engineering personnel, including chief engineer Francisco Moyano Reina, were suffering
from malaria.  They were given permission to come home for the Christmas holiday, and they
never returned.
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The second reason was that, in the end, Spain was not included in the Marshall Plan.  The
author suggests several reasons for this:  very-Catholic Spain was not supportive of religious
freedom (President Truman was a Baptist); Franco hated the Freemasons (Truman was a Mason);
and America felt that support for Fascist Spain would likely complicate relations with the Soviet
Union.  The main reason was probably the simplest one:  Spain was a Fascist country, and in the
war that America had just fought to defeat Fascism it had escaped destruction.  Whatever the
reason, Spain was excluded from the Marshall Plan.  Without those finances, orders for
equipment had to cancelled, and work at the transmitter site stopped.  It was the end for Radio
Atlántica.  Compañía de Radiodifusión Intercontinental appears to have morphed into a mostly-
mediumwave network in Spain.

We are fortunate that there is a website that contains some remarkable pictures of Radio
Atlántica (a few are included in this article).  The site has been listed in the ontheshortwaves.com
“DX History on the Net” section for some time, but for those who have not seen it, go to
Crónicas de la Guinea Ecuatorial.  It consists of photos of life in the country “in the old days.” 
Search for “radio,” check Title, Captions, Keywords, and you will be treated to 61 wonderful
pictures, not only of the Radio Atlántica project but also of the stations in Bata and Santa Isabel,
and some other radio-related photos as well.  Here are the numbers of the photos that are related
to the stations indicated.  (Click on the first one in the gallery and a number will appear in the top
margin, e.g. File 1/61, File 2/61, etc.  Then click on the arrows at the top, far right, to move
through the photos.  Most photos can be enlarged by double clicking.)

Radio Atlántica   Photos #1, 2, 15, 16, 20, 23, 36, 44, 45, 50, 54
Radio Ecuatorial, Radio Bata   Photos #6, 9, 10, 21, 37, 39, 59
Radio Santa Isabel   Photos #11-14, 17, 26, 27, 29-35, 42, 46, 49, 51, 55, 57, 58

~~~~~

Radio Santa Isabel was first heard in 1952.  It was often reported during the 1960s, at that
time on 7200 or 7160 kHz,, later on 6240, 6250 or 6345.  It was also a good verifier, especially
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in the 1960s when it issued a series of QSL-cards depicting views of the station or of indigenous
peoples (see below and next page).  It became simply the Malabo station of Radio Nacional de
Guinea Ecuatorial in 1983 when it and the Bata station consolidated under that name.
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Radio Ecuatorial, Bata, at first using the slogan “La Voz de España,” and later “La Voz
de Rio Muni,” came on the air in 1956.  The power was 400 watts and the frequency was 7850
kHz.  In 1963 it went to 5 kw. and moved to 4926 kHz., and in 1981 it went to 100 kw. on 5005. 
Needless to say, this greatly improved the signal’s reach. 
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Two other stations have operated on shortwave from Equatorial Guinea. Radio Africa
2000, Malabo, was on 6910 kHz. with 10 kw.  A joint project of the country’s Ministry of
Culture and the government of Spain, it was on the air from 1989 to 1993. 

                                                          
Finally. there were the religious
programs transmitted under the
name Radio Africa and brokered by
a company called Pan American
Broadcasting, located in California.

They were heard during the
1990s and until around 2008,
using international HF channels
(at the end, 15190 kHz.), and
transmitting via high power (50-
100 kw.)  senders located in
Bata.           

~~~~~

For more memories of Equatorial Guinea on shortwave, check out the IDs at Interval
Signals Online.
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